made in Canada

summer 2019 collection
UPF 50+ sun protection

LINEN
CHAmBRAy
CLASSIC HAT 15020
4.5” wired brim
rolls up or down

GARDEN HAT 15021
oval crown with 4” wired
brim rolls up or down

UPF 50+
sun protection
A chambray weave has
an alternating white
thread adding texture
while maintaining the
lightweight breathability
of linen
100% linen.

indigo

BOWLER 15002
easy wear bowler with 3”
wired brim rolls up or down

almond

grey

black

lichen
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Linen Chambray Classic - Indigo

LINEN CANVAS
SUMMER BREEZE
LINEN
CLASSIC HAT 25002
wide 4.5” brim
rolls up or down

UPF 50+
sun protection

BOWLER HAT 25003
easy wear bowler with
3” brim rolls up or down

Our linen hats are
perfect for staying cool
and looking great on a
hot summer day.
Classic style in solid
colours.
Linen is a natural fibre
made from the stalks of
the flax plant. Woven
linen fabrics are strong,
durable, and highly
breathable.

black

white

natural

UPF 50+
Rugged canvas hats for
everyday adventure.
100% linen

GARDEN HAT 19104
oval crown and 4” brim

BALL CAP 19105
peaked cap

100% linen
ivory

slate

silver grey

natural
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denim

steel

CLOTHESLINE
LINEN
COLLECTION
UPF 50+
sun protection
Our clothesline linen collection of
hats are wardrobe basics. Durable,
easy wear sun protection in a
plethora of colours from classic
neutrals to summer brights. Hats
pack flat for travel.
Clothesline Linen Slouch in Azalea

55% linen/45% cotton
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white
CLASSIC HAT 28033
day at the beach hat, round
crown, 4.5” wired brim rolls
up or down

carrot

CRUSHER HAT 29011
roll it up and keep it in your
summer tote, 2.75” active
wear sloped brim
azalea

leaf

SLOUCH HAT 23972
easy wear slouch with 3”
wired brim that rolls up or
down

turquoise

GARDEN HAT 22970
perfect for puttering in the
garden, 4” oval brim rolls up
or down
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royal

sunshine

denim

natural

ivory

black

grey

navy

CLASSIC 19103
wide 4.5” brim

SLOUCH 19102
3” brim rolls up or down

BLOOM

ALWAYS AND ALWAYS

i must have flowers
ALWAYS AND ALWAYS
CLAUDE MONET

GARDEN 19101
oval crown with 4” brim

UPF 50+ sun protection

ROSE

100% cotton
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HE MP
COLLE CTION
UPF 50+
sun
protection

GARDEN HAT 18104
oval crown with 4”brim
that rolls up or down

Rugged
Hemp Hats
for Everday
Adventure
100 % hemp
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CAP 18106
cap with wood button

white

STARLET HAT 26022
glamorous 6” brim for
maximum sun protection

navy

pebble

AFTERNOON HAT 28012
easy wear, lightweight
4”wired brim

black

bone

HIKING HAT 28021
rugged hat with 3” wired
brim, chin tie, grommets

Solar Nylon Starlet Hat
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olive

solar nylon
UPF 50+
sun protection
Our lightweight solar nylon hats are quick
drying and easy to pack. Styles are suitable
for everything from glamourous poolside
lounging to wilderness canoe trips.
100% nylon

INFINITY SCARF
WITH POUCH 15025

SOLAR JERSEY
Our heather jersey
UPF 50+ infinity scarf is a must in your
summer tote bag. Scarf can also be
used as a wrap around skirt, hood, or
leg throw.

azalea

black

aqua

royal

89%poly/11%spandex
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TYVEK® RAIN HATS
Our Tyvek® rain hats are durable, lightweight, breathable and water repellent.
Tyvek® is a unique non woven material designed to perform in harsh, rugged and
extreme conditions. Tyvek® can resist repeated folding and flexing without tearing.
A chin tie with cordlock and safety breakaway clip will keep hat on your head on the
stormiest of days. Roll it up and flip the decorative elastic loop around to keep it
compactly in your bag for an unexpected shower.
17106
100%polyester
MADE IN CANADA

Black

Red

Navy

Snorkel Blue

Silver

Champagne

Gold

Compact Storage
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Puffin Gear® has been making hats for over 20 years in
Toronto, Canada. Our summer 2019 line reflects our love of
colour and texture. All hats have a sun protection rating of
EXCELLENT UPF 50+. A product with this rating blocks at least
97.5% broad spectrum UVA and UVB radiation.

GET OU T S I DE AND P L A Y
Our hats are sized. An internal
elastic snug allows a range of fit
within each size. Size L fits most
for ‘a one size fits all option’.

M

22.25”

56.5 cm

7 1/8

L

23”

58.5 cm

7 3/8

XL

24”

61 cm

7 5/8

XXL

25”

63.5 cm
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Fabrics are prewashed and preshrunk. It is always best to hand
wash and air dry hats. Hats with wired brims should not be
machine washed.
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www.puffingear.com
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